Il Portale Non Profit LifeBeyondTourism® per l’interpretazione e la presentazione della cultura del territorio-patrimonio culturale, istituzioni culturali, imprese economiche
Una lingua per il design futuro della Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco–LifeBeyondTourism®: Un’opera di pensiero concreto e di futuro.

Decadendo con la dotta in letters a Firenze nel 2010, la Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® -Life Beyond Tourism® è stata deliberatamente creato in conformità con il Comitato ICOMOS ISC Committee for the Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration.

Cultura e patrimonio patrimonio culturale, cultural institutions, businesses
A commitment to intercultural dialogue on the part of the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® -LifeBeyondTourism®; a conceptual link to the ICOMOS ISC Committee for the Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration.

With its publication of the proceedings of the 2009 Conference on “The Image of Heritage- Changing Perceptions, Permanent Conservation and the Restauro”, the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® -LifeBeyondTourism® announced the creation of the LifeBeyond Tourism® Non-Profit Portal, aimed at encouraging and strengthening scientific debate within the ICOMOS ISC Committee for the Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration.

Designed to promote the dialogue, the portal is designed to promote the interpretative and presentational aspects of the region’s cultural heritage; cultural institutions, businesses – including those that, while maintaining a low profile, nevertheless represent it in significant manner, and whose origins and current activities facilitate the interpretation and presentation of the region’s cultural biography in a whole. The portal therefore aims to make it easier, worldwide, for people to comprehend the factors that unite us rather than those that divide us.

A year on, moving through themes of heritage and heritage advocacy, the latest version of the Fondazione’s website has been launched to populate the portal whilst ensuring that it remains friendly and operantially independent (thus inscribing its presence in the sphere of intercultural dialogue by building a natural interface).

Il Life Beyond Tourism® Non-Profit Portal for interpreting and presenting regional culture:

Cultural heritage, cultural institutions, businesses
A commitment to intercultural dialogue on the part of the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® -LifeBeyondTourism®; an institutional link to the ICOMOS ISC Committee for the Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration.

With its publication of the proceedings of the 2009 Conference on “The Image of Heritage- Changing Perceptions, Permanent Conservation and the Restauro”, the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® -LifeBeyondTourism® announced the creation of the LifeBeyond Tourism® Non-Profit Portal, aimed at encouraging and strengthening scientific debate within the ICOMOS ISC Committee for the Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration.

Designed to promote the dialogue, the portal is designed to promote the interpretative and presentational aspects of the region’s cultural heritage; cultural institutions, businesses – including those that, while maintaining a low profile, nevertheless represent it in significant manner, and whose origins and current activities facilitate the interpretation and presentation of the region’s cultural biography in a whole. The portal therefore aims to make it easier, worldwide, for people to comprehend the factors that unite us rather than those that divide us.

A year on, moving through themes of heritage and heritage advocacy, the latest version of the Fondazione’s website has been launched to populate the portal whilst ensuring that it remains friendly and operantially independent (thus inscribing its presence in the sphere of intercultural dialogue by building a natural interface).

The portal of the LifeBeyond Tourism® Non-Profit Portal for interpreting and presenting regional culture:

Cultural heritage, cultural institutions, businesses
A commitment to intercultural dialogue on the part of the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® -LifeBeyondTourism®; an institutional link to the ICOMOS ISC Committee for the Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration.

With its publication of the proceedings of the 2009 Conference on “The Image of Heritage- Changing Perceptions, Permanent Conservation and the Restauro”, the Fondazione Romualdo Del Bianco® -LifeBeyondTourism® announced the creation of the LifeBeyond Tourism® Non-Profit Portal, aimed at encouraging and strengthening scientific debate within the ICOMOS ISC Committee for the Theory and Philosophy of Conservation and Restoration.

Designed to promote the dialogue, the portal is designed to promote the interpretative and presentational aspects of the region’s cultural heritage; cultural institutions, businesses – including those that, while maintaining a low profile, nevertheless represent it in significant manner, and whose origins and current activities facilitate the interpretation and presentation of the region’s cultural biography in a whole. The portal therefore aims to make it easier, worldwide, for people to comprehend the factors that unite us rather than those that divide us.

A year on, moving through themes of heritage and heritage advocacy, the latest version of the Fondazione’s website has been launched to populate the portal whilst ensuring that it remains friendly and operantially independent (thus inscribing its presence in the sphere of intercultural dialogue by building a natural interface).